Options

HomeFront Series

These are some of the more popular options that our
customers have the opportunity to choose from
when designing their custom Wilding Wallbed.

Wardrobe

Shelves

Lights

Upper Cabinets

Storage
Headboard

Power
Outlet

HomeFront Series beds utilize our
piston Lift Mechanism and include
the superior materials and
craftsmanship that Wilding
Wallbeds have become known for.
HomeFront Series cabinets are
constructed in traditional design
with solid wood face frames, full
extension glides on all wood, fully
captured drawer boxes.

Slide Out Tray

Corner Protector
(up)
Corner Protector
(Down)
Wilding Approved
Mattress
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Edge

The Edge boasts a sleek contemporary design with simple
clean lines that will compliment most styles of decor. The
Edge Wallbed will certainly beautify any room in your home.

Cabinets

Bookcase

Avery Park

The Avery Park Wallbed has a simple, understated beauty
that fits perfectly with any style of furnishings. All wood
construction ensures a lifetime of durability plus comfort
that guests are sure to appreciate.

3 Drawer

Door & Drawer

Customize the look of your Wallbed with our wide selection of
cabinetry. With your choice of drawers, slide out trays,
wardrobes, and shelving you can truly make your Wilding
Wallbed one of a kind.
* Photos shown below reflect the optional slide out tray.

3 Drawer
Hutch

Door & Drawer
Hutch

3 Drawer
Wardrobe

Make your space
work for you
Office by day, bedroom by night - no
matter your needs, we have a solution to
help you make the most of your space.

Door & Drawer
Wardrobe

Tuscany

Drop Down
Table
Closed

The Tuscany is the “Crown Jewel” of our HomeFront Series
product line. Its gorgeous Tuscan style solid wood raised panel
face, exquisite French curves, decorative fluted columns, and
charming rosettes set the Tuscany apart from all other styles.

This unique drop down table is designed to attach to the
face of most vertical Wilding Wallbeds. Size and design
corresponds with the customer’s choice of Wallbed.

Open

Brittany II

Mission
Street

Our Brittany II model boasts an eight flat-panel bed face and
offers a beautiful traditional style that will add elegance to your
home office or guest bedroom. All wood (no particle board)
construction ensures a lifetime of durability plus comfort that
guests are sure to appreciate.

The Mission Street harkens back to the style that graced
American homes some two hundred years ago, yet still offers a
classic design that is still admired today. You will certainly
appreciate the attention to authentic detail that conveys
confidence of craftsmanship, tradition and quality.

Presidential

Cape Cod

The Presidential Wallbed is a true American classic, handsome and
traditional. From the hand crafted solid wood raised panels that
provide dimension that no flat paneled face can, to the solid wood
face trim that is hand selected for beauty and color uniformity. This
bed embodies quality American craftsmanship.

The Cape Cod sports an artistically designed, planked wall bed face
that is reminiscent of the popular ship-lap design. This bed has a
comfortable and casual rustic feel. The Cape Cod Wallbed will
remind you of the time-tested craftsmanship you find in well-loved
heirloom furniture. Simply put, the Cape Cod is beautiful and unique.

Hampton

Harmony II

The Hampton has a casual elegance that will gracefully add style
to any room in your home from a living room or den to a guest
room or office. The Hampton provides flexibility in decorating
from a warm formal feel to a comfortable “shoes off” casual.

The Harmony II can look regal, casual, or even rustic. It
features an ornate rope welt trim. The Harmony II will
certainly be a beautiful addition to your guest room, living
room, family room or anywhere else space is at a premium.

